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From the editors…….. 
With this fourth edition of the digital Newsletter the editors have succeeded in publishing four 
within the first year. We thank the editors, board and committee members who have made a 
contribution in this. In the Newsletter we try to give as much short, concise and recent 
information. When a subject is in need of more explanation, we refer to the subject 
concerned at our website. The automatic link to the site does not work just yet but we hope 
to fix this soon. Enjoy reading this Newsletter. The editors hope to hear from you, not just 
when you believe we can do better, but your contribution for a next edition is also much 
appreciated.  

 

Season’s Greetings 
In this Newsletter, on behalf of the board, we also wish you a Merry Christmas and a happy 
and healthy 2017. We hope it will be a period of reflection, in which there is space to dream 
about beautiful destinations with our gorgeous Trintella’s.  

 

Autumn reunion 2016 Antwerp 
In the weekend of last November 19th about 80 attendees enjoyed the traditional autumn 
reunion. It was hosted for the 47th time and this time in Antwerp.  

Antwerp was a beautiful location for this event, with its atmospheric inner city with lovely 
plazas and monuments. There was a visit to the Red Star Line Museum, which impressively 
showed that migration is of all times and is usually enriching. During the sociable lunch in the 
Groote Witte Arend we reflected on this sealing season and found inspiration for future 
destinations. The afternoon program was concluded by a relaxed and informative tour of 
most of the many sights to admire in the city. The weather gods were on the attendees side: 
it did not rain and was mostly sunny. Back in the hotel, which was fine by the way, a quick 
and decisive Annual Meeting (ALV) of the members took place, and finally the finish of the 
reunion with a well-organized diner buffet.  

 

Trintella profile drawings a success 
During the research for the book Trintella Yachts, we ran into several beautiful profile 
drawings of Trintellas in the Municipal Archives in ‘s Hertogenbosch. The creator remains 
unknown. After polling the interest, Loet Geldhoff took the initiative to delve into his hidden 
talents and create series of Trintella drawings, based on the findings in the archives. By now 
15 model sketches have been made. During the autumn reunion no less than ten were sold. 
A success!  



Interested? Details and procedure for ordering can be found at our TVK shop catalogue on 
the website.  

 

Contribution withdrawal extended 
The contribution of the association’s year 2016-2017 has been set on 30 euros during the 
member meeting on last November 19th. This sum will be collected in January, for most 
members by direct debits. This is a little later than usual. The reason for the move of this 
moment is that the banks will simplify collection procedure as of January 1st 2017.  

 

Perfectly restored Trintella la at BOOT Düsseldorf. 
This autumn, the TVK received an elaborate email from mister Wolfgang Willutzki. In 2008, 
mister Willutzki bought a Trintella Ia in the Netherlands. Neither costs nor efforts were spared 
to get this ship, the ‘Anais’, in impeccable state, while retaining her traditional character. 
Absolutely everything has been dealt with and has been changed to the current state of 
technique. Mister Willutzki is very willing to personally inform TVK members about this 
unique refit. You can find the ‘Anais’ in Hall 14 at the Classic Forum Stand at the exhibition 
BOOT Düsseldorf, which will be held from the 21st to the 27th of January.  

Should you wish to know more about this unique refit, the website hosts an overview of the 
refit activities and several recent photographs.  

 

Trintella on YouTube 
Many of you will know the YouTube canal, where the category ‘sailing’ shows the most 
bizarre, but also beautiful and informative clips. Have you tried the keyword ‘Trintella’ to find 
anything yet? Maybe you yourself have short films that are worth uploading? Enjoy watching 
these clips! 

 

Events-calendar 2017 – put them in your planner! 
TVK events 

• February 4th: FPC Workshop about hull maintenance at Schaap at Lelystad 
(Confirmation and details will follow) 

• Mai 25th – 28th: TVK Spring Weekend at Lelystad   
• February/March: FPC workshop: Diesel engines and modern fuels 

Fairs and exhibitions 

• January 21st – 29th: BOOT Düsseldorf 
• February 10th – 15th: Boot Holland Leeuwarden  
• February 11th – 19th: Belgian Boat Show Gent (B) 
• March 8th – 12th: Hiswa Amsterdam Boat Show RAI 

	



Profile at Vriendenboek okay?  
In 2016 replacement of the well-known ‘Smoelenboek’ became a fact. The member profiles 
can now be found at the TVK website, under the ‘Vriendenboek’ tab in the menu bar. If you 
are logged in, that is. Many members have found the way to the book and have checked the 
information on their profile and have provided it with recent pictures.  

If you need help with logging in, uploading pictures et cetera, please email: 
secretaris@trintella.org 

	


